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Add to Cart Buy Now

Plavioz  Three-piece mini

gardening flower set 3-piece

mini garden plant tool set, small

shovel, rake, shovel-shaped

wooden handle
 $39.99  $29.99

Quantity

1

 Package Contains: 3-piece kids tools mini garden plant tools
sets, includes a spade, a rake and a shovel.
Superior Quality: Non-slip wooden handle and iron head,
sturdy and durable, not easy to break, can be used for a long
time.
Applicable Scene: Suitable for indoor gardening and work in
greenhouses, tending to small plants in plant pots such as
succulents and bonsais, transplanting seedling, wedding,
loosening soil and more.
Fun Gardening Tool: It can help you and your children to
enjoy the gardening fun with hand-held planting tools. It is a
necessary helper for gardening lovers.
Buy with Confidence: We are very confident that you will like
our products, and we provide a lifetime guarantee for all
customers. If you are not 100% satisfied with our products,
please let us know and we will refund you in full！
 

Yerdos:
For the happiness and health of you and your family, we have
been doing our best to bring you and your family the best
quality and the most thoughtful service. If you are not
satisfied with our product, please feel free to contact us.
 

Highlights of This Mini Garden Plant Tools Sets:
✔ Made of sturdy and lightweight wood and iron head.
✔ Finely polished wooden handle, smooth and burr-free, safe
and not easily damaged.
✔ Lightweight, comfortable grip, easy to use and clean.
✔ For digging, wedding, loosening for succulent, potted
flower seedling soil.
✔ Suitable for adult and children. Children use under adult
supervision.
 

Discount

10% EACH ON A PURCHASE OVER 2 UNITS

20% EACH ON A PURCHASE OVER 3 UNITS
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Specification:
Material: Wood & Iron
Color: As shown
Size: 8 * 4 * 2 in
Package Included: 
1 * Spade
1 * Rake
1 * Shovel
 

Mini Garden Plant Tools Sets for Any Party Occasions and
Gifts:
The gift is a sincere heart, warming everyone who receives it.
Our Mini Garden Plant Tools Sets is the best gift you give to
family and friends.
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WRITE A REVIEW

Vetbuosa Blue blocking reading glasses, clear
lens computer glasses, unisex

Vetbuosa 50 PCS 4 mm banana jack plug
connector

Vetbuosa 20 pieces 35mm Metal alligator clip
with plastic handle

Buioata Watercolor paint solid set 12/18/24/36
color watercolor paint with fountain pen
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$19.99 $9.99 $19.99 suitable for children, students, beginners

$19.99

Plavioz  Three-piece mini gardening flower set 3-piece mini gar…

$29.99 $39.99 Add to Cart
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